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Dogtown Booklet

April 23, 2006 - I'm kinda sketchy on where I obtained 
this information, here it goes: I THINK this softcover 
booklet on Dogtown was taken out of the Glouceser 
library sometime around 200� and scanned into my 
computer.  The first 9 pages were missing from my digital 
archive.   (They probably contained more information 
on Gloucester in general.)  I finally got around to 
completing my Dogtown website in 2006.  Since the 
title page is missing, I no longer know who is the author 
of this information.  I decided to go ahead and post this 
information under the guise of "it's all for the betterment 
of humanity and I bet Roger Babson wouldn't have 
complained."

This document most likely originated from here:
http://www.thedacrons.com/eric/dogtown/
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  When the Commons Settlement was surveyed by Joshua Batchelder in �74�, the 
census recorded 20 percent of Gloucester’s population residing there and owning 
ten percent of the town’s property. The Batchelder survey was necessary to justify 
a new church parish for the Commons settlement, During the �730s people had 
migrated to the Commons from the Greens (on the present site of the Gloucester 
rotary). But it was difficult for the Commons settlers to travel to the Greens parish 
meeting house, so, in �738, they petitioned the General Court of Massachusetts to 
establish Gloucester’s fifth parish. The Commons’ petition was granted, based on 
Batchelder’s census and survey, in �75�.
  The Commons Settlement was then at the height of its prosperity. Located at 
the very center of Cape Ann, the hamlet was on the primary route to Rockport, 
Pigeon Cove, Lanesville and Annisquam. Sixty of the most prominent families in 
Gloucester lived along Commons Road and it was considered to be the best part of 
town.

COMMONS PEOPLE

  The Commons Settlement flourished for barely a century then declined as other 
industries displaced Dogtown’s mills and agriculture. Soon after Batchelder’s 
survey, key families started to move out. But during the heyday of the Commons, 
several inhabitants earned fame for either their enterprise or their roles in the 
American Revolution.
  Three individuals were notable shepherds. James Witham, born in 1693, was 
a shepherd who earned a living estimated at $300 a year, tending both cattle and 
sheep in the Commons area. His house was located on Dogtown Road, east of 
Dogtown Square between Stephen Robinson (#2�) and Granny Day (#20). Abram 
Wharf (#24 Wharf Rd.) was said to own most of the sheep in town in �800; and the 
sizable flock of Colonel William Pearce (#23 Dogtown Rd.) attracted the attention 
of British raiders during the War of �8�2.
  The rugged terrain was not ideal even for sheep herding, however. For example, 
shepherds feared the rock formation known as Lamb’s Ledge, a part of the terminal 
moraine. Sheep grazed up to the edge of this giant rock formation and then either 
got stuck or fell off the ledge. It was not a safe place. Another dangerous site in 
the Commons was the bog adjacent to Dogtown Square known as ‘Granny Day’s 
Swamp’ where many a careless creature wandered in and couldn’t get out.
  Another successful farmer was Joseph Stevens. Born in �763, he had a large 
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enclosed yard and a barn in his Commons home. Stevens even had a sheep pen, so 
his sheep would not wander far afield. He owned a great deal of land. as well as 
cattle and horses. Although he was a wealthy man, by contemporary accounts, he 
and especially his sister Molly, were considered unpleasant neighbors. The cellar 
hole marked #�4 Dogtown Road was assigned to Hannah Stevens. This may be the 
site of Joseph Stevens’ original homestead.
  Captain Samuel Riggs was a prosperous land-owner. It is said he could walk 
from Riverdale to Rockport on his own land. The first Riggs house was constructed 
by Thomas Riggs in �66�. Thomas was both schoolmaster and town clerk in the 
mid-�600’s. The Riggs house, located on the outskirts of Dogtown is the oldest 
house on Cape Ann. Samuel’s descendant, Joseph Riggs, lived at #22 Dogtown 
Road.  The first Gloucester blacksmith, Joseph Allen, was enticed to settle in 
the Commons area in �674. In the course of two marriages he raised seventeen 
children, many of whom made the Commons Settlement their home. The homestead 
of Benjamin Allen is #39 Commons Road.
  Johnny Morgan Stanwood, (�774-�852) was a cobbler who lived in the 
Commons and worked out of his shop or “boo,” which was a small addition to his 
house (#26 Commons Road). The “boo” provided separate space for the occupation 
of cobbling. Stanwood’s “boo,” which was made of slabs of wood and turf leaning 
against a boulder, was still extant when the Civil War commenced.
  Nathaniel Day (#� Back Road) brought some seventeen children into the world, 
including three sets of twins. His wife, Mary Davis, was proud to call the Commons 
Settlement home. One of their sons, Isaac, was a gunner who fought on the USS 
Constitution.
  The Revolutionary War arrived as the Commons Settlement entered its twilight 
years. Several inhabitants played a part in that conflict.

  Isaac Dade was an Englishman impressed into the British Navy. While on a 
British ship bound for Virginia, he managed to escape and married a colonial 
girl, Fanny Brundle. (Fanny’s father’s plantation was adjacent to that of General 
George Washington’s mother.) Dade soon located in Gloucester where at the 
commencement of the Revolution, he enlisted in the Continental Army. He fought 
in three battles and was critically wounded by a saber cut to the neck at the Battle of 
Yorktown. He survived to witness Cornwallis’ surrender to Washington.
  With his seafaring and soldiering days behind him, Isaac Dade settled in his 
adopted home of Gloucester, specifically in the Commons (#18 Dogtown Road). 
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Here he opened a fish store. Unfortunately the local women preferred to barter 
directly with the fishermen who sold their fish dockside in the harbor. In any case, 
Dade somehow scraped a living. His wife, Fanny, lived in the Commons Settlement 
until she died.
  Another Commons citizen was martyred in the famous Falcon incident during the 
war. Peter Lurvey (#25 Commons Road) was a Commons farmer. His daughter 
would marry Johnny Stanwood, the cobbler. In August of �775 Lurvey was huckle 
berrying when he received word that the British frigate Falcon was in Gloucester 
Harbor. The rumor was that Captain Lindsey, a British combatant at Bunker Hill 
two months before, was planning to raid the Commons and capture sheep for food.
  Lurvey grabbed his gun, and, enlisting other men en route, dashed to the harbor. 
In the subsequent skirmish, shells from the Falcon landed on the Gloucester streets 
and one cannon ball landed in the First Parish Church. The Gloucester militia then 
managed to trick the Falcon into chasing what appeared to be a cargo-laden ship. 
The craft was deceptively low in the water due to a worthless payload of sand. 
After luring the Falcon into range, the Gloucester troops fired on her, exacting some 
casualties. Before being driven out to sea, however, the Falcon’s shells killed a 
deacon’s hog and two Gloucestermen: Benjamin Rowe and Peter Lurvey.
  Lurvey was the first resident of the Commons to die at war. His widow, a sister of 
Abram Wharf, lived to be �04, and spent her waning years in Dogtown.
  Commons sheep were tempting prizes of war. During the War of �8�2, British 
battle ships again’ invaded Annisquam Harbor seeking sheep, this time from the 
plentiful herd of William Pearce. That skirmish, in June �8�4, resulted in no loss of 
life, except for the sheep.

  
  Sometime following the Revolution, the Commons Settlement became known as 
“Dogtown.” The new name, reflecting the neighborhood’s descent, is believed to 
be derived from the circumstance that the poor people who lived there, especially 
widows, kept dogs as company, or perhaps as protection. Hence, “Dogtown.”
  The decline was swift. By �8�4 there were only six of the original80 houses still 
standing in Dogtown. In �830 the last resident departed, and in �845 the last house 
was torn down.
  There were many reasons for Dogtown’ 5 demise. The timber industry died out 
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as the land had been deforested. Better farming land became available in adjacent 
counties. Other industries, notably fishing, shipping and quarrying, drew population 
to other parts of the Cape. The Mill in Riverdale and the maritime activity of 
Lanesville and Pigeon Cove drew people away from Dogtown.
  The conclusion of the Revolutionary War and the conquest of the Barbary Pirates 
opened the port of Gloucester to profitable trade. As commerce replaced subsistence 
fanning as a way of life, the harbor became the preferred neighborhood.
  Significantly, new roads were constructed along the perimeter of the Cape, 
bypassing the old Commons Settlement. The bridge at Riverdale and the Goose 
Cove Dam created new patterns of traffic that further isolated the hamlet.
  The homes in the Commons were now rented to rowdy ship crews, to widows 
of soldiers in the Revolution and to others who could not afford to live around the 
Harbor. The inhabitants often survived on berries - barberries and blueberries to 
preserve, and bayberries for candles. Dwellers on the barren common used peat 
for fuel It is said that Dogtown was home to some 60 widows of Revolutionary 
War soldiers. They lived in abject poverty, their roofs and walls falling down about 
them.
  Dogtown became an aberration, an embarrassment, a ghetto in the midst of a town 
whose focus changed.

DOGTOWN PEOPLE
  In Dogtown’s twilight years the hamlet attracted some colorful and eccentric 
inhabitants.
  Thomasine (Tammy) Younger was born in 1753 and died in 1829. She was 
known as the” queen of the witches” in Dogtown. She lived with her aunt, Luce 
George on the outskirts of Dogtown in the Fox Hill Homestead, on the hill which is 
now Cherry Street.
  Travelers going to Dogtown or beyond, into Pigeon Cove or Rockport, had to 
pass Tammy’s house. She could open her door/ window with a string and watch the 
passersby. She acted like a toll-keeper;. harassing drivers to give her a piece of the 
action. As oxen were struggling to carry a load of corn or wood up Fox Hill Tammy 
would scream out abuse until the driver would toss her some of his goods. Beware 
anyone who ignored her invective; her spirit would get you if you did not heed her 
demands!
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  It is known that Tammy churned butter and sold it to harbor residents. She was a 
snuff user, and years after her death, a snuff box was found in her cellar.
  A short, plump woman, Tammy had two long teeth that interfered with her dining 
on the corn and fish she” earned”. She implored the local cobbler, Johnny Stanwood 
to extract them with his nippers. However, the amateur dentist pulled the teeth only 
part way out, enough to worsen her plight - and delight the village folk she had 
tormented.
  When Tammy died in 1829, a cabinet maker named Hodgkins, who built her 
coffin, thought that Tammy’s spirit was already in the coffin before the funeral was 
even underway. The Hodgkins family felt that an evil spirit was with them, and they 
refused to sleep with the coffin in the shop. Her burial was remembered with awe: 
there was doubt she ever died!
  Luce George was also reputed to be a witch. She frequented the wharves and 
extorted fresh fish from the fishermen by threatening them with evil spells. She 
boasted that when she worked with Tammy they could bewitch oxen on the 
hillsides.
  The most educated man in Dogtown was Abram Wharf (#24 Wharf Road), a 
relative of a Massachusetts Supreme Court Justice. His family, according to the 
1790 census of Gloucester residents’ consisted of himself, four “free white males 
under �6 years, and 2 free white females” - presumably his wife, daughter, and four 
sons. He was a noted shepherd and farmer.
  Wharf lived in the Commons area all his life, over 70 years, and occupied two 
houses consecutively near Wharf Road. He survived to see Dogtown slide into 
poverty. Perhaps it was his discouragement at this decline that led him, in the winter 
of �8�4, to put a razor to his neck and crawl under a boulder to die.
  Dorcas Foster (#�7 Dogtown Road) was brought to Dogtown during the 
Revolution when her father was killed at war. She married three times. Her third 
husband, Captain Joseph Smith, fought valiantly against the British in the War of 
�8�2.
  Easter Carter (#�5 Dogtown Road) was born in England and arrived in 
Gloucester with her brother in �74�. Easter (sometimes listed as Esther) was a 
spinster, who earned a poor but selfless living by nursing those who lived near her. 
Her house had no cellar - only a potato pit, but it was the only two-story house 
in Dogtown. It is remembered for its pegged clapboards which made it quite an 
impressive structure. She lived off the land with her cattle, sheep and a team of 
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oxen. Boiled cabbage was her best known offering, for Easter Carter was quoted “} 
eats no trash.”
  Easter was still alive in �833 in Gloucester after the last resident left Dogtown. 
Her home became a popular picnic site long after she was no longer around to offer 
a meal to passersby.
  The second story of Easter’s house was inhabited by “Old Ruth” a freed mulatto 
slave with a hearty, compassionate manner, but large protruding teeth. Ruth dressed 
in male attire and would sometimes go under the name of John Woodman. She was 
known in the area to be a very hard worker, capable of doing heavy work. It was 
said she could earn a decent wage building stonewalls.
  Becky (Granny) Rich (#2 Back Road) gained a reputation telling fortunes from 
coffee grounds. Her fortunes were always cheerful and optimistic, if not always 
reliable. She was known for concocting witch-like brews from native berries. Becky 
was reputed to boil cabbage dinners for the local youth and lead a merry’ life for 
all she came in contact with. Her son, Jack Bishop Smith, was one of two Dogtown 
residents known to have committed suicide.
  Becky’s daughter Rachel Smith (#6 Back Road) was best known for her’ dire 
drink’ prepared by brewing foxberry leaves, spruce tops and herbs to create a 
‘spring medicine’. Rachel was a good cook whose specialty was boiled cabbage 
dinners with johnny cake. When their house became too dilapidated for habitation, 
Becky and Rachel moved in to Easter Carter’s home which soon developed a 
reputation as a ‘road house’ promoting dancing and other frivolity for the youth of 
the area.
  Annie Carter, born �776, was married to Easter’s brother William. The location 
of her house is uncertain. Tiny “Granny Carter” was known as one of the most 
friendly and cheerful women in town. After she passed away, husband William 
moved out of Dogtown.
  Jane “Granny” Day (#20 Dogtown Road) was a school teacher, who worked out 
of the single-room school-house at Dogtown Square. Roger Babson guessed that 
she lived at #20 Dogtown Road, but archeologist Irving Sucholeiki makes a case for 
#21 Dogtown Road where, in 1991, he unearthed pipe stems, iron nails and pottery 
shards during his examination of the site. In either case, her house almost certainly 
abutted the sheep-swallowing swamp. Granny Day considered herself quite a 
competent school teacher, though the competition was somewhat slim. She lived to 
the age of 94 and died in 1814.
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The cellar hole, corner-marked by boulder #20, is all that remains of the single-room 
school-house of widow Jane Day.

  Judy Rhines (born in �77�) developed a reputation as a witch. Besides telling 
fortunes, she also picked berries and cleaned houses for a living. The barberries 
she picked would be used for preserves; the bayberries could be sold or used for 
candles. The local village boys looked down on Judy as a woman without property. 
They taunted her and once stole some of her geese. Judy had been known to work 
the streets, along with Molly Jacobs (born �763) and Liz Tucker. These three 
unfortunates comprised Dogtown’s red-light district. It is known that Judy Rhines 
was still living in Gloucester in �833. Her Dogtown home was on Commons Road, 
now beneath the Goose Cove Reservoir.
  In the house once owned by Peter Lurvey (#25 Wharf Road), resided three 
poverty-stricken ladies. Molly Jacobs, Sarah Phipps Jacobs and Mrs. Stanley 
fought starvation with their companion Sammy Stanley, Mrs. Stanley’s grandson. 
Sam was brought up as a woman, and was dressed accordingly. His three aged 
and poverty-struck cohabitors were eventually taken to the poorhouse when the 
Town Constable deemed their abode unsanitary. Sammy Stanley became a local 
‘washerwoman’ and later developed a promising career as a stockholder in a cotton 
mill. He was also known as Sam Maskey.
  Black Neil, also known as Cornelius Finson, was another freed slave who lived 
in Dogtown. Neil was a clerk for the fisheries, as well as a hog slaughterer. He lived 
first with Molly Jacobs, . in the cellar where he thought money was buried - perhaps 
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by the pirate Captain Kidd. Later he moved in with Judy Rhines. When the roof 
collapsed, Neil moved his quarters to the cellar.
  Black Neil lived in the cellar-hole for some time. It was in the winter of �830 that 
the Town Constable found Black Neil with his feet literally freezing, and he was 
taken to the poorhouse. He died a week later. He was the last resident of Dogtown.
  In �845 the last standing house (#�� Dogtown Road) in Dogtown was torn 
down. It belonged to Philip Priestly, a fisherman who, according to Charles Mann, 
climbed a tree in Dogtown to view the festivities attending the �840 election of 
William Henry Harrison. The wells were pushed in because grazing cows had 
been known to fall into the wells, which didn’t help the wells, or the cows for that 
matter, according to Ted Tarr, a former Rockport Selectman who conducts tours of 
Dogtown.

GHOST TOWN

  Bereft of inhabitants, Dogtown became a footnote in Gloucester history, seldom 
mentioned in official records. A map published in 1831 by Major John Mason does 
identify the neighborhood as “Dogtown,” but John Babson’s �860 History of
Gloucester barely mentions Dogtown.
  Dogtown did lure visitors; Whale’s Jaw and the Great Moraine drew picnickers, 
and the blueberry bushes of Dogtown attracted the enterprising. Five hundred 
bushels of bayberries were harvested in Dogtown in �858. Also, cattle continued to 
graze amid the ruins.
  Henry David Thoreau visited the vanished village in September �858. He 
recorded the following about his walking tour, which concluded with a moonlight 
glimpse of Dogtown.

We kept along the road to Rockport, some two miles or more, to a 
‘thundering big ledge’ by the road as a man called it; then turned off 
toward the south shore, at a house with two very large and old pear 
trees before it. Part of the house was built by a Witham, one of the first 
settlers, and the place or neighborhood used to be called ‘the Farms’... 
The narrow road - where we followed it - wound around big boulders.  
We had already seen a sort of bare rocky ridge, a bare boulder covered 
back of the Cape, running northeasterly from Gloucester toward 
Rockport and for some three miles quite bare, the eastern extremity of 
the Cape being wooded. That would be a good place to walk.
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  At Annisquam we found ourselves in the midst of boulders scattered 
over bare hills and fields, such as we had seen on the ridge northerly in 
the morning, i.e., they abound chiefly in the central and northwesterly 
part of the Cape. This was the most peculiar scenery of the Cape. We 
struck inland southerly, just before sundown, and boiled our tea with 
bayberry bushes by a swamp on the hills, in the midst of these great 
boulders, about half-way to Gloucester; having carried our water a 
quarter of a mile, from a swamp, spilling a part in threading swamps 
and getting over rough places. Two oxen feeding in the swamp came 
up to reconnoitre our fire. We could see no house, but hills strewn with 
boulders, as though they had rained down, on every side, we sitting 
under a shelving one. When the moon rose, what had appeared like 
immense boulders half a mile off in the horizon now looked by contrast 
no larger than nutshells or burlnut against the moon’s disk, and she 
was the biggest boulder of all.

  Dogtown is also mentioned briefly in a book entitled In and Around Cape Ann 
(�885) as “the section where many of Gloucester’s most prominent citizens used to 
live; in those early days (�740), it was the best section of the town.”
James Merry was 60 years old in 1892, a 250-pound six foot seven inch fisherman 
who wanted to be a matador. He raised a bull from a calf and practiced his carrida 
skills near the former home of Easter Carter (#�5 Dogtown Road). The bull was 
too smart for him. A nearby boulder tells the story. “First Attacked/ Jas. Merry died 
September 18, 1892.”
  In 1896 Charles Mann published his booklet In the Heart of Cape Ann: The Story 
of Dogtown from which we have already
learned that” amidst quarry and berry, Dogtown offers much to’ many...” Mann is a 
valuable source for information about Dogtown’s residents.
  The Cape Ann Historical Society houses the archives of the Cape Ann Scientific 
and Literary Association which sponsored a 1901 expedition of sorts through 
Dogtown. The elderly Eben Day was the guide on this trek, but the maps drawn by 
his Association companions show that the route confused them. (One map omits 
Wharf Road, for example.) Day, who may have been related to Granny Day, showed 
that there was a natural grindstone in Dogtown Square.
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ROGER BABSON
  A hundred years after Dogtown’s demise, Roger Babson became part of Dogtown 
history. A descendant of the hamlet’s earliest settlers, Babson (1875-1967) was a 
dynamo of the early 20th century. He founded three colleges and a financial analysis 
company. He was an eccentric, a philanthropist and a relentless moralizer. He ran 
for President on the Prohibition ticket.
  He had frequented Dogtown since he was a lad. “When on Dogtown Common,” 
he would write in 1927, “I revert to a boyhood which I once enjoyed when driving 
cows there many years ago.” Later he would write: “There is something inspiring in 
the huge barren hills and great boulders of Gloucester’s Dogtown. At the same time, 
there are pathos and tragedy in the old forsaken cellars of the original inhabitants...”
  In 1927, eight years after he founded Babson College, Babson published a 
pamphlet entitled Gloucester’s Deserted Village. It is illustrated with a map 
showing numbered cellar holes. These correspond to numerals that Babson had 
carved in nearby stones. Now strollers could identify each house in the district as 
well as other landmarks such as Dogtown Square (D.T. SQ.).

Nearly hidden in the brush and shadows, Babson’s landmark - D.T.SQ. - remains 
evident on this boulder marker.

“There were originally sixty of these homes,” he would say of this endeavor. “Of 
which I have located forty. I must classify Dogtown as one of my hobbies.”
  His hobby took an eccentric turn during the Great Depression when he hired 36 
unemployed Finnish quarry workers to carve mottoes on stones in the vicinity of the 
Babson Reservoir.
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Proud mottoes carved into stone at the behest of Roger Babson
prove as induring as the qualities they represent.
You can still locate these monuments:
SAVE
IDEAS
STUDY
INTEGRITY
LOYALTY
NEVER TRY / NEVER WIN
PROSPERITY FOLLOWS SERVICE
KEEP OUT OF DEBT
USE YOUR HEAD
INTELLIGENCE
KINDNESS
COURAGE
WORK
INITIATIVE
INDUSTRY
TRUTH
BE CLEAN
GET A JOB
IDEALS
BE ON TIME
BE TRUE
HELP MOTIJER
SPIRITUAL POWER
IF WORK STOPS VALUES DECAY

  “Another thing I have been doing,” Babson wrote in his 1935 autobiography, 
“which I hope will be carried on after my ‘death, is the carving of mottoes on 
the boulders at Dogtown, Gloucester:. Massachusetts. My family says that I am 
defacing the boulders and disgracing the family with these inscriptions, but the 
work gives me a lot of satisfaction, fresh air, exercise and sunshine. l am really 
trying to write a simple book with words carved in stone instead of printed on paper. 
“
  Ironically, in his 1927 guidebook, Babson expressed outrage at some graffiti 
that he discovered in Dogtown. “The Peter’s Pulpit has been desecrated by a sign 
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painted by some fanatic,” he snorted.
  Babson purchased considerable acreage in Dogtown and, in 1932, donated a total 
of ��50 acres to the City of Gloucester for a watershed. The Babson Reservoir 
was created by damming Alewife Brook, named for the fish, closely related to the 
herring, that swam up this brook to spawn. (The gravel from the excavation was 
hauled through the Great Moraine to be used in building the O’Malley School.) 
So the old village was shaped in more ways than one by this forceful modern 
personality.
  Dogtown also fired the imagination of Marsden Hartley (1877-1943), a Babson 
contemporary who first visited Dogtown in 1920. A Maine native and participant 
in the avant garde movement of the early 1900s, Hartley devoted the spring 
and summer of 1931 to capturing Dogtown in a series of poems and striking oil 
paintings.
  Hartley’s Dogtown paintings have earned places in art museums and college 
galleries across the nation. His poems include a major work entitled “Soliloquy in 
Dogtown.” It is said that Hartley recovered his artistic direction during his Dogtown 
interval
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DOGTOWN WALKS

  Attempting to traverse the 3,600 acres of Dogtown without a map is a foolhardy 
venture. A compass may be useful, too but, because the terrain is so bumpy, it’s easy 
to get lost if you stray from the trail All trees and boulders tend to look alike when 
you “get turned around.” While the trails are fairly smooth, it does help to have a 
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good pair of walking shoes. Be aware that hunting season is October 19 through 
April �, and hunting is allowed in Dogtown - but never on Sunday.
  These five walks approach Dogtown from different directions and easily connect 
with one another, should time and interest allow. So, they can be done in an hour or 
two, combined, varied or changed to suit the condition of the hiker, the weather, and 
the time available.

WALK #1: DOGTOWN SQUARE

Route: From Cherry Street to Dogtown Square to Dogtown Common
and return. 30 minutes round-trip.
  By automobile from Washington Street turn right onto Reynard
Street. Drive to Cherry Street and turn left � / �0 mile, past the Cape Ann 
Sportsman’s Club. Take a right turn up a steep hill with a “Historic Dogtown” 
marker by the street. Go 3 / 4 mile to a small parking area by a gate. This is where 
Dogtown Road and your hike starts.
  To the right is the Sportsman’s Club. Walk �/4 mile to a second gate, with the 
Gravel Pit on the right. Walk around the gate.
  A pair of cellar holes are hidden on your left amid bushes and trees. Some other 
points of interest along this part of Dogtown Road include the cellar-holes of 
Dorcas Foster (#�7), Isaac Dade (#�8) and Granny Day (#20). [See the History 
section of this booklet.]
  Dogtown Road winds gently through hilly pastureland that is becoming reforested. 
The road forks at Dogtown Square, identified with the carving “D.T. SQ.” On the 
left just before the Square is “Granny Day’s Swamp” where many a cow or sheep 
got mired in the mud. A covered cistern is on the edge of the tree-lined swamp. 
Blueberries are plentiful here.
  Where Dogtown Road forks at the Square, take a right up the old cart road for 
a five-minute detour up to the Commons. This path winds among the trees, with 
virtually no view, although there are a couple of Babson’s Granite Graffiti to see 
along the way: “If Work Stops Values Decay”, and “Keep Out Of Debt”. The 
Commons itself - your destination - is an open area suitable for picnics. Return by 
the above route.
  To extend the walk a little further, proceed through the Commons and take the 
roadway to the right almost back on yourself and through an open field. Several 
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massive boulders dominate the area. As you wander more to the left staying close to 
the trail, you can see evidence of the boulder and rock debris from the last Ice Age. 
This is where the Terminal Moraine is most dramatic.
  Babson Boulder Trail goes off to the left through the Moraine (see Walk #4)

WALK #2 : THE COMMONS ROAD

Route: From Gee Street, around Goose Cove Reservoir; Commons Road
loop. 90 minutes round-trip.

  The Commons Road was the center of town more than two hundred years ago. 
Now it is partially submerged beneath Goose Cove Reservoir. Still, it is a pleasant 
stroll along an easily marked road.
  By automobile take Cherry Street to Gee Avenue and take a right to the end of the 
road. There is an ample parking area, marked by a “Historic Dogtown” sign. Park 
here and proceed on foot along the paved roadway to the Goose Cove Reservoir.
  Go right on the paved maintenance road and walk �5-20 minutes or half-way 
round the Reservoir to the rutted and rocky Commons Road, leading up and away 
from the Reservoir. It is directly across the water from where you parked.
  Proceeding up the Commons Road, at �/�0 mile take the fork to the right - 
Dogtown Trail- which leads to an open field in about five minutes. Notice the stand 
of white pine that rims the pasture. This is the remnant of Adams’ Tree Farm. The 
grave of Rayne Adams is nearby. Continue on the trail across the field and up a 
wooded hill. Be careful not to stray. Five minutes later you emerge on Dogtown 
Road, near stone marker #�7 (home of Dorcas Foster).
  On Dogtown Road go left and proceed five minutes to Dogtown  Square CD.T. 
Sq.”).
  At Dogtown Square go left onto Wharf Road. This road narrows into a footpath, 
but is not hard to follow. (It also hosts the very best blueberry bushes in Dogtown.) 
Along the way on the right is the cellar-hole of Abram Wharf (#24).
  Wharf Road has a fork but both forks bring you back to the Commons Road in 
about ten minutes. Go left to return to the Reservoir. A right turn takes you further 
up Commons Road to Peter’s Pulpit, certainly one of the more impressive boulders 
found in Dogtown. This massive boulder, the size of a dozen cars, is a detour of but 
a few minutes.
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  From Peter’s Pulpit, it is 20 minutes back to the Reservoir and another �5 minutes 
beyond that to the parking area.

WALK # 3: WHALE’S JAW

Route: From Squam Road, Rockport, proceed to Whale’s Jaw and Briar Swamp and 
return. 45 minutes round-trip.

  Until ‘1989 Whale’s Jaw looked like the head of a whale rearing out of the land to 
grasp an unwary hiker. But that year a fire was lit under the “jaw” and burned very 
hot for a long time. The bottom jaw broke off, leaving a somewhat less impressive 
sight, and affording more surface for graffiti. Yet, it still is worth the trouble to find 
it.
  By automobile take Squam Road in Rockport for �/2 mile and park at the gate 
barring vehicular traffic. There is a stone with the word “Dogtown” painted on it. 
Follow the trail for five minutes to a fork. Go left and walk along the trail for 10 
minutes to Whale’s Jaw.
  From the Jaw continue down the hill to a T-intersection and turn left, heading 
through the woods. After a ten minute walk a small boardwalk will appear on your 
left. This is your path through Briar Swamp.
  The boardwalk was constructed through the joint efforts of the Essex County 
Greenbelt Association and the Dogtown Advisory Committee in 1987. The red wine 
color of the water is caused by bog ore. A dike was built in the 1930s by the WPA 
to keep this red water from permeating the Babson Reservoir. This swamp is the 
source of Cape Pond Brook - also known as Alewife Brook or Wine Brook.
  From Briar Swamp you may return to Squam Road by the route
you followed in.
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Until 1989, the Whale’s Jaw natural formation was easier to spot
than in its present state.

WALK #4: BABSON BOULDER TRAIL

Route: From Industrial Park to Babson Boulder Trail, Terminal Moraine,
Dogtown Road loop; return. 60 minutes round trip,

  By automobile via Route �28 go to the Blackburn Circle: get off at the exit marked 
“Industrial Park.” Proceed �/2miletothe end of the park, staying to the left, avoiding 
the business area. Park by the broadcast tower on the left.
  Walk back behind the tower along the cart-road. Shortly a branch forks to the right 
into an open field. Keep to the right and descend through the trees. A large boulder 
will suddenly recommend: “Get a Job.” This is Babson Boulder Trail.
  Continue descending, past “Help Mother,” while enjoying views of the Babson 
Reservoir, to the tracks of the Rockport extension of the Boston and Maine 
Railroad. Cross the tracks but be cautious; this railroad still operates.
  Follow the tracks to your right until you reach the measured mile
marker. Proceed up the steep hill to the Terminal Moraine. The geological spectacle 
of the many boulders is rivaled by Babson’s N stone book” of moralistic mottoes. 
Follow this trail fifteen minutes ascending and bearing to the right to reach 
Dogtown Commons.
  At this point a pleasant 45-minute loop is possible. As you emerge from the 
Boulder Trail, bear right, past Uncle Andrew’s Rock and into Dogtown Commons 
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pastureland. Take an immediate left back and follow this roadway five minutes to 
Dogtown Square (D.T. Sq.). At the square, go left along Dogtown Road. This is a 
good �0 or �5 minute walk., past cellar holes and along a gravel road. When you 
corner to the gate, go around it and cross the roadway. As soon as you arc on the 
roadway, look left, at three large boulders, blocking access to a hidden trail. On 
the other side of these rocks - one is called Split Rock - is a roadway that will lead 
you back through the Terminal Moraine and down to Babson Reservoir in about �5 
minutes. Upon approaching the Reservoir go left and rejoin the trail by the railroad 
tracks. Return to the parking area.

WALK #5, THE TARR TRAIL

Route: From Babson Museum to Wine Brook, Raccoon Ledges, Briar Swamp, 
Peter’s Pulpit, Dogtown Square, Pearce’s Pasture, return. 120 minutes round trip.

  This walk is long and involves some stiff climbing. It is named for Ted TaTr who 
conducts guided tours of Cape Ann every Sunday beginning at �0:00 AM at the 
Whistle Stop Mall in Rockport.
  Park at the Babson Museum on Rte �27. Walk across the active railroad tracks and 
fol1ow the path left five minutes until you reach Wine Brook. Follow Wine Brook 
Trail to the right for five minutes, passing a moraine, to the Tarr Trail which is 
marked by two red dots or blazes. Go right, across the brook and follow the trail.
  The Tarr trail is hard footing through boulder fields and passing by the Raccoon 
Ledges, another example of giant boulders scattered haphaz3�’dly. In about 
30 minutes you arrive at the dike and boardwalk at Briar Swamp. Follow the 
boardwalk to Commons Road (also called the Whale’s Jaw Trail) to Peter’s Pulpit, 
about a IS-minute walk.
  Shortly after Peter’s Pulpit go left onto Wharf Road and follow it to Dogtown   
Square. Beat left along the road to enter Pearce’s Pasture. Keeping left of the 
pasture, continue left down the road for five minutes and you arrive at a spring 
where the Tarr Trail (two fed blazes) is evident.
  Go left and ascend the Tarr Trail, keeping the spring on your right.
In five minutes you reach a plateau and ten minutes later reconnect with Wine 
Brook Trail. Go right and walk five minutes back to the cart road, crossing the 
railroad track and returning to Babson Museum.
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